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Abstract—TFIDF algorithm was used for feature weighting in text classification. But the result of classification was not very well because of lack of class information in feature weighting. The known class information in the training set was used to improve the traditional TFIDF feature weight algorithm. Class distinction ability and class description ability were introduced, respectively expressed by inverse class frequency and term frequency in class, document frequency in class. A new feature weight algorithm based on class information, TF_IDT, was proposed. Naïve Bayes classifier was used to test the algorithm. The precision, recall and F1 measure were significantly increased. Macro F1 measure raise by 6.46%. It was proved to be useful for improving text classification to use class information in feature weighting. In addition, the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm was lower and more suitable for use in fields of limited computing capability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Text classification referred to categorize the text content under the given class, which mainly included two phrases: text representation and classification algorithms [1]. Vector Space Model was a common way for text representation in practice. Text was represented as vector based on features and its weights, and then came classification learning and automatic classification. Feature selection and feature weight calculations were two major problems in text representation. Feature selection referred to select a part of feature items which could best reflect the statistical characteristics of the text in the original feature space to reduce the number of feature dimensions. Feature weight calculation referred to quantify the text content contribution and discrimination of feature items. A reasonable feature weight algorithm was able to highlight the class attribute of the text, and affected classification result heavily.

TFIDF algorithm was the most commonly used in text categorization feature weighting. The concept of TFIDF was proposed initially by Salton[2] in the field of information retrieval, which was used to calculate weight for describing the contribution to document content of index entry. When used in the field of text classification, TFIDF algorithm was not good enough because that only text representation and text discriminative [3] of feature items were involved, but not class information when calculating feature weights.

There had been many improvements for TFIDF algorithm. For example, a new factor was added to reflect the class distinction of feature item in [4,5]. In [6], the concepts of class skewness and class dispersion were introduced to reflect inter-class and intra-class distribution of feature items, and the classification result was improved. In [7], the concepts of class distinction ability and document distinction ability were introduced, and feature weight was calculated based on the information gain of feature items, trying to more fully reflect the distribution of feature items, and a certain effect was also achieved. However, the computational complexity of these improvements was too high to be used in the fields of limited computing capacity.

A new feature weight algorithm was proposed in this paper. The original concept of TFIDF was analyzed, including document distinction ability and document description ability. The concepts of class distinction ability and class description ability were introduced, and expressed by inverse class frequency and term frequency in class, document frequency in class. The feature weight was calculated based on term frequency (TF), inverse class frequency (ICF), term frequency in class (TFc), and document frequency in class (DFc). Thus the class information was represented in weight calculation, and computational complexity was lower to implement in the fields of limited computing capability. The experimental result showed that significant improvement was achieved in text classification.

II. TFIDF ALGORITHM AND INADEQUACY

A. TFIDF Algorithm

TFIDF algorithm was the most important invention in the field of information retrieval, and was widely used in the fields related to search, document classification. It was measure of information retrieval correlation. The basic idea of TFIDF algorithm contained two aspects [8]: First, the higher the frequency of a term in a document was, the document description ability of the term was more powerful (TF, Term Frequency); second, in a given document set, the more the number of documents that contain a term was, the document distinction ability of the term was weaker (IDF, inverse document frequency). The classic Tfidf formula [2] was

\[ W_j = TF_j \times IDF_j = TF_j \times \log \left( \frac{N}{n_j} \right) \]  

(1)
TF was the number of occurrences of feature item (term) T in the document D; IDF was the reciprocal of the proportion of the number of documents containing feature item (term) T, N was the total number of documents, and n was the number of documents that contains feature item (term) T.

Based on the analysis about the basic idea of TFIDF, it was clear that TF expressed document description ability of the feature item, and IDF expressed document distinction ability of feature item. The feature weight calculated with TF and IDF was used to express document into vector in information retrieval. And then automation judgment of correlation between the search term and the subject document was achieved.

B. Inadequacy of TFIDF in Classification

Formal representation of document was implemented by feature weight which was calculated with document description ability and document distinction ability. It was used widely to determine the relevance of the query term and the document in information retrieval. But when TFIDF was used for text representation in text classification, the effect was not so well because of the lack of class information. There were lots of researches on TFIDF algorithm improvement [4-7], where TFIDF formula was transformed by introducing some new statistical parameters to add class information and improve categorizing effect. However, the computational complexity of these improvements was too high to be used in the fields of limited computing capacity.

III. TF_ITD ALGORITHM BASED ON CLASS INFORMATION

Referring to the concept of document description ability and document distinction ability in traditional TFIDF algorithm, class description ability and class distinction ability was defied in the field of text classification, and was expressed by the similar statistics as traditional TFIDF. And the weight calculation formula was combined with such concept and term frequency.

A. Class Distinction Ability

Referring to IDF, which indicated the document distinction ability, class distinction ability was expressed as ICF (Inverse Class Frequency), defined as

\[ ICF_j = \log \left( \frac{N}{Nc_j} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

ICFj was reciprocal of the number of classes which contained feature item Tj, Cj was the total number of classes in training set. Ncj was the number of classes which contained feature item Tj. The meaning of this factor was that a feature item was more useful in distinguish different classes if it only appeared in fewer classes. It meant that the class distinction ability of such feature item was stronger when feature item was in uneven distribution between different classes.

B. Class Description Ability

Class description ability meant the description ability of feature term for the class which the document where the feature term was in belonged to when feature item only concentrated in a few or even one class. There were two kinds of uneven distribution of feature item. The first was that feature item concentrated in the class where the document belonged to; and the second in other classes. Obviously class description ability of the previous was stronger. Referring to TF, which indicated document description ability, class description ability was expressed as TFcij (Term Frequency in class), defined as the number of occurrences of feature item Tj in class Ci. It meant that the more the feature item occurred in a class, the class description ability for the class was stronger.

However, further analysis showed that uniform distribution of feature item in this class should be considered when the item is concentrated in this class. The more evenly the feature item distributed in this class, the stronger class description ability was. If the feature item distributed unevenly and concentrated in a few documents in this class, its class description ability was weak. DFc (Document Frequency in class) was used to indicate it, defined as

\[ DFC_i = \log \left( \frac{n_i}{N_i} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

DFci was the proportion of the number of documents containing feature item Tj in class Ci, N was the total number of documents in class Ci, ni was the number of documents containing feature items Tj in class Ci.

C. Improved Feature Weight Algorithm

As previously mentioned, class distinction ability was expressed as ICF, and class description ability as TFc and DFc jointly. A new feature weight formula called TF_ITD was constructed with class distinction ability and class description ability, defined as

\[ W_i = TFc_i \times (ICF_j + TFc_j + DFC_j) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

TFc indicated the number of occurrences of feature item Tj in the document Di; and ICF indicated the reciprocal of the number of classes containing feature items Tj, defined in formula (2); TFcij indicated the number of occurrences of the feature items Tj in the class Ci which was the document Di belonged to; DFCc indicated the proportion of the number of documents containing feature items Tj in class Ci and the number of all documents in Ci, defined in formula (3).

Class information was introduced into the new feature weight algorithm, which made the vector expression of text was more suitable for classification. And the calculation of the factors was relatively easy to implement, and had less computational complexity.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

A. Experimental Conditions and Evaluation

TanCorpV1.0 [9], a Chinese classification corpus from the Institute of Computing Technology of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, was used for experiment. There were 12 classes in the corpus. Experimental corpus was composed of 1200 documents including 100 documents for each class. Stop words were removed from the corpus. The experiment was conducted based on weka3.6, an open source data
Experimental result showed that the improved weight algorithm made the classification result better due to application of class information in the training corpus when calculating the weight.

V. CONCLUSION

After analyzing the inadequacy of traditional TFIDF algorithm due to lack of class information, the concepts of class distinction ability and class description ability were introduced, and statistics was used to express them by the similar statistics as traditional TFIDF. On this basis, TF_ITD algorithm based on class information was proposed, and verified by Naive Bayes classification algorithm. The experiment results showed that the new algorithm significantly improved the classification effect. The next work was to study statistics which could more accurately represent the class information, and to construct a more reasonable weight formula.
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